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Abstract

The paper explores an extension of the LFG framework at the level of se-
mantics. The problem of so-called syntactically formed complex predicates
is discussed and a solution is proposed that combines the elegance of the
treatment of morphology and syntax within LFG with modern approaches to
semantics.

1 Introduction

While LFG provides a well-studied framework for morphosyntactic analysis, se-
mantics is less elaborated and several mutually incompatible approaches have been
proposed within this formalism (we survey some of them briefly in Subsection 5.1).
The aim of this paper is to sketch a formal approach to semantics and its integration
with the apparatus of LFG.

The impulse for the reported research was a close examination of so-called syn-
tactically formed complex predicates, especially causatives in Romance languages.
Mohanan (1997) defines complex predicates as a “[...] construction [...] in which
two semantically predicative elements jointly determine the structure of a single
syntactic clause.” While complex predicates appear already in the work of Aissen
and Perlmutter (1983), in the context of LFG they were investigated, for example,
by Alsina (1996, 1997) and Butt (1997).1 The latter approach was the point of de-
parture for our investigation. Aside from Catalan causatives, we will also illustrate
the interplay between syntax and (lexical) semantics with examples from Aymara,
a polysynthetic language. We restrict ourselves to verb-verb compounds.

We use Kaplan’s (1995) mathematical notation2 throughout the paper.

2 Complementation vs. Composition

Within LFG, Alsinas’s (1996; 1997) concept of complex predicates has been ap-
plied to a number of phenomena and languages including, for example, Turk-
ish causatives (Çetinoğlu et al., 2008). These approaches are comparable inso-
far as they use the so-called restriction operator (RO) introduced by Kaplan and
Wedekind (1993). The reason for the use of the RO is the fact that standard LFG
does not allow for modification of the PRED attribute in f-structures. The RO
solves this problem by allowing the exclusion of attributes from an f-structure.
We propose two solutions to this problem that circumvent the RO. One is the so-
called equational unification, a generalization of the unificational mechanism used

1See also (Alsina et al., 1997) for a general overview.
2More specifically, A denotes the set of atomic symbols, N denotes the set of nodes, F denotes

the set of feature structures, S denotes the set of semantic forms. An f-structure is a function that
takes atomic symbols to A Y F Y S. Functional correspondence is expressed by the function φ :

N Ñ F that takes nodes in a c-structure to f-structures.



in “standard” LFG, and the other is the so-called event semantics. The latter ap-
proach represents a rather radical extension of LFG that goes far beyond the treat-
ment of complex predicates.

Consider the following Catalan example. The PRED value of the main f-
structure we use in the examples to explicate how E-unification works is given
in (2).

(1) El

him
vaig

go.1SG

fer

do.INF

riure.

laugh.INF

“I made him laugh.”

(2) causexpÒ SUBJq, riurexpÒ OBJqyy

Unlike in languages with morphologically formed causatives, such as Turkish
or Aymara, Catalan causatives are formed syntactically, i.e. the complex PRED
value is not created in the lexicon. We will show in the next section that the cre-
ation of complex predicates can be formalized as unification. First, however, let us
illustrate Alsina’s formal treatment of complex predicates.

The operation that “merges” two semantic forms is called “composition” by
Alsina as opposed to “complementation” (which is the term he uses for struc-
tural unification). His “composition” operation, which uses the RO, is defined
thus (Alsina, 1997, p. 236):

Definition 1 The operator “H is defined as follows:

Ò“HÓ
df
” pÒ zPREDq “ pÓ zPREDq

pÒ PREDq “
“ F ppÓ PREDq, pÑH PREDqq

where the symbol ÑH refers to a sister node with the head equation and

1. F px,Hq “ x,

2. F pP 1xay, . . . P ˚xby . . . q “ . . . P 1xcy . . . where P ˚ is an unspecified predi-

cator and c is the unification of a and b,

3. elsewhere, the result is vacuous.

We illustrate in the next section how two semantic forms, like (3), are com-
posed to form a complex form in a single f-structure.

3 E -Unification in Term Algebras

The process of the composition of f-structures is based on unification. In standard
LFG, PRED values are treated as atoms in the syntactic component, making it
impossible to alter them. However, it is possible to use equational unification, a



concept used in logical programming for deduction and reasoning, to circumvent
the RO and use only standard functional descriptions.

For Catalan causatives, we assume the following PRED values of the verbs
in (1):

(3)
fer causexpÒ SUBJq, fxpÒ OBJqyy
riure laughxpÒ SUBJqy

The symbol f represents a higher-order variable that can be instantiated with a
function symbol. To form a complex causative predicate in the syntax, we define an
equational theory (

.
“E) induced by the following term identity (equational theories

Ei constitute a separate part of the grammar, aside from the lexicon and context-
free rules with functional annotations):

(4) E “ tcausexpÒ SUBJq, fxpÒ OBJqyy « fxpÒ SUBJqyu

If we unify the f-structures of fer and riure modulo
.
“E , we get the complex

PRED value given in (2).3

3.1 Formal Definition of E -Unification

Let T pF ,Vq be a term algebra with a signature (set of function symbols) F and
a set of variables V . Let E be a set of equations over T pF ,Vq (called identities
or axioms). We define equational theory

.
“E as the least congruence relation on

T pF ,Vq closed under substitution and containing E. More formally,
.
“E is the

least binary relation on T pF ,Vq with the following properties:

1. E Ď
.
“E

2. s
.
“E s for all s

3. if s
.
“E t then t

.
“E s for all s, t

4. if s
.
“E t and t

.
“E r then s

.
“E r for all s, t, r

5. if s1
.
“E t1, . . . , sn

.
“E tn then fps1, . . . , snq

.
“E fpt1, . . . , tnq for all

s, t, n, f

6. if s
.
“E t then sσ

.
“E tσ for all s, t, σ

An E-unification problem over F is a finite set of equations Γ “ ts1
.
“E

t1, . . . , sn
.
“E tnu where si, ti P T pF ,Vq. An E-unifier of Γ is a substitution

σ such that s1σ
.
“E t1σ, . . . , snσ

.
“E tnσ. UEpΓq is the set of E-unifiers of Γ

and Γ is E-unifiable iff UEpΓq ‰ H. Unlike syntactic unification, a most general
unifier may not exist. Typically, one can compute a minimal complete set of E-
unifiers (i.e., a set of unifiers that are not comparable to each other with respect to
the relation of being more general modulo E).

3Since E-unification as defined in the next subsection operates on first-order terms, we reify all
terms in order for the function variable to be an argument. For example, fpxq becomes predpf, xq.



3.2 Discussion

It follows from the definition given above that equational unification is a simple
generalization of syntactic unification. In (1), for example, we unify the PRED
values of fer and riure modulo E as defined in (4) using the substitution

σ “ tf ÞÑ riureu

We have seen how the f-structures of fer and riure can be combined to an f-
structure with a complex PRED value using only unification, i.e. using Ò“Ó for
both nodes. By defining an equational theory

.
“E over a set of identities E ((4)

is a simple example for causatives of intransitive verbs) E can be understood as a
linguistically motivated transparent description of syntactically formed PRED al-
tering constructions. E is, of course, language-specific while the unification mech-
anism is universal.

We conclude this section with an example for a transitive verb (in “standard”
LFG, the unification of the PRED values in (6) would lead to a clash, thus ‘=’ is to
be understood as E-unification):4

(5) Li

him
faig

do.1SG

llegir

read.INF

la

the
carta.

letter

“I make him read the letter.”

(6) I1

Ò“Ó
I

faig

Ò“Ó
VP

llegir la carta

The PRED value of the f-structure of the sentence and the corresponding E-
theory are as follows:

(7) causexpÒ SUBJq, llegirxpÒ OBJθqpÒ OBJqyy

(8) E “ tcausexpÒ SUBJq, fxpÒ OBJθqpÒ OBJqyy « fxpÒ SUBJqpÒ OBJqyu

4 E -Unification of Feature Structures

The solution proposed in the previous section, while formally sound and correct,
entails a serious problem: it uses higher-order logic since the variable f in the

4It is clear that verbs with different valency frames need to be treated by different equations. To
make the declarations more transparent to traditional linguists, one could use equation templates to
express more equations with merely one expression (much like S Ñ C

` is a rule template which
represents an infinite set of context-free rules).



equations in (4) and (8) stands for a function symbol. Thus, we adapt the method to
a “reified” semantic representation and investigate E-unification of features struc-
tures. We assume an intuitive interpretation of feature structures as directed acyclic
graphs with edges labelled by atomic symbols (elements from A) and nodes la-
belled by elements from F Y A Y S. A formal treatment based on attribute-value
logic will be described in the next subsection.

For clarity, we repeat here (1) as (9).

(9) El

him
vaig

go.1SG

fer

do.INF

riure

laugh.INF

“I made him laugh.”

The corresponding lexico-semantic value of the complex predicate, expressed
as a feature structure, is given in (10).5 The feature structure is a straightforward
(recursive) conversion of a term where FN is its functor and ARGn its arguments.

(10)

»

—

—

—

—

–

FN ‘cause’

ARG1 SUBJ

ARG2

«

FN ‘riure’

ARG1 OBJ

ff

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

Note that there is no way to obtain (10) from the feature structures of the two
verbs in (9) as formed in the lexicon (given in (11)6) by means of structural unifi-
cation.

(11)

»

—

—

—

—

–

FN ‘cause’

ARG1 SUBJ

ARG2

«

FN f

ARG1 OBJ

ff

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

«

FN ‘riure’

ARG1 SUBJ

ff

The operation that merges the two values (“composition”) can be implemented
by means of E-unification of feature structures based on the following E-theory7

(the curve denotes, according to a common LFG notation, value sharing).

(12) E “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

»

—

—

–

FN ‘cause’
ARG1 SUBJ

ARG2

„

FN
ARG1 OBJ



fi

ffi

ffi

fl

«

„

FN
ARG1 SUBJ



,

/

/

.

/

/

-

As with term algebras, E states that, for example, He laughs and I made him

laugh are equal modulo the feature of causation.

5We use attribute symbols from (Kaplan and Maxwell, 1996).
6These PRED values are encoded as terms in the corresponding morpholexical entries of the

verbs in the lexicon.
7Here again, ‘=’ in the corresponding rule annotation denotes E-unification.



4.1 Formal Representation of Feature Structures

This subsection explicates how the extended unification method, described in the
previous subsection, is implemented in our system. Feature structures can be rep-
resented as formulae of a fragment of first order logic with equality. We use
the attribute-value logic (henceforth AVL) proposed by Wedekind (1991) which
is briefly sketched here in the context of E-unification.

In AVL, we have a set of constants C and a set of unary function symbols F1

(CXF1 “ H). The class of terms T contains all constants and if τ is a term and f
a function symbol, fτ is also a term. The atomic formulae of AVL have the form
τ1 “ τ2 where τ1, τ2 P T or K.8 The formulae are formed recursively by means of
the logical connectives  and _.

Equivalence classes of certain AVL formulae can be seen as a commutative
idempotent monoid. The atoms of the monoid are atomic formulae of the form
σa “ b where σ P F

`
1

and a and b are constants. The unit element is J and the
complementation operation is ^. Subsumption is defined as ϕ Ď ψ ” ψ Ñ ϕ. It
is easy to see that a thus defined monoid is commutative and idempotent (further it
is atomistic and distributive). The operator I that states whether a feature structure
is well-formed can be defined on the set of formulae as follows:

Ipϕq “

"

1 if ϕ is satisfiable
0 otherwise

Thus Ipϕ^ψq “ 1 if the feature structures expressed by ϕ and ψ are unifiable.
Since AVL is decidable, I is computable for all formulae.

Now we turn to E-theories. The equational axioms (the elements of E) have
the form

σ1x^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ σnx « τ1x^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ τmx

where σi, τi P F
`
1

and x P C (i.e., x is a constant). Sometimes it may be useful
to allow x to be a term, i.e., ηy where η P F˚

1
and y P C (which gives us the

possibility of replacing a substructure in a feature structure).

4.2 Computationally Tractable E -Unification via Rewriting

In this subsection we briefly describe an efficient implementation of E-unification
as implemented in our experiments. Readers not interested in implementation de-
tails may skip to Section 5. While there is a universal E-unification procedure that
is sound and complete (Baader and Snyder, 2001; Gallier and Snyder, 1989), it is in
general very inefficient and yields redundant results. In this subsection, we briefly
discuss techniques that allow for an efficient E-unification algorithm for a subclass
ofE-theories. The terminology in what follows as well as some theorems are taken
from (Baader and Nipkow, 1998) (for this reason we omit the proofs).

8We use the symbol “ instead of « for equality in AVL as the latter symbol is already in use for
equational axioms.



Definition 2 A rewriting system R is terminating if there is no infinite chain

a1 ÑR a2 ÑR . . .

Definition 3 b is a normal form of a if a
˚
ÑR b and there is no c such that bÑR c.

A rewriting system R is called normalizing if every a has a normal form.

Definition 4 A rewriting system R is called locally confluent if for every a, b, c

such that aÑR b, aÑR c there exists a d and b
˚
ÑR d, c

˚
ÑR d.

Definition 5 A rewriting system R is called confluent if for every a, b, c such that

a
˚
ÑR b, a

˚
ÑR c there exists a d and b

˚
ÑR d, c

˚
ÑR d.

Lemma 1 (Newman’s lemma) A terminating rewriting system is confluent iff it is

locally confluent.

E-equivalence on F can be interpreted as a confluent rewriting system if an
ordering ă defined on F can be found such that a ă bÑ a ¨c ă b ¨c for all a, b, c P
F (i.e. ă is monotone) and the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure (Knuth and
Bendix, 1970) succeeds. In such a case, we obtain a rewriting system R and

.
“R

(defined by a
.
“R b ” a

˚
ØR b) is equivalent to

.
“E .

Note that if there is an oriented rewriting system ÑR equivalent to
.
“E that

is not confluent, we can check E-equivalence of a and b by computing all normal
forms a

˚
ÑR â and b

˚
ÑR b̂ and checking whether â “ b̂.

5 Towards More Flexible Semantic Forms

In the previous section, we have seen how values of the PRED attribute (elements
of S) can be represented using (a fragment of first-order) logic. Now we put se-
mantic forms in context of the well-studied so-called “Davidsonian” semantics.
Davidson (1967) analyzes sentences using events that stand for actions treated as
individuals in a first-order language. We use Hobbs’ (1985; 2003) notation9 (such
as primed predicates that denote “eventualities”) in the examples.

After surveying two most elaborated approaches to semantics within LFG, we
show how simple and complex predicates are represented and how semantic repre-
sentations can be incrementally created in LFG via codescription.10

9A reviewer has raised the question whether the so-called “donkey sentences” can be build up in
this formalism. The answer is “yes” and the issue is discussed in detail by Hobbs (1983).

10While we used LFG in the experiments, the method is flexible enough to be used in any rule-
based grammar formalism based on context-free or categorial grammars such as (Uszkoreit, 1986)
or (Kay, 1979, 1984).



5.1 Related Work

Virtually all approaches to formal semantics assume the Principle of Composition-
ality, formally formulated by Partee (1995) as follows: “The meaning of a whole
is a function of the meanings of the parts and of the way they are syntactically
combined.” This means that semantic representation can be incrementally built
up when constituents are put together during parsing. Since c(onstituent)-structure
expresses sentence topology rather than grammatical relations, the rules that com-
bine the meanings of subphrases frequently refer to the underlying syntactic struc-
ture, that is, f(unctional)-structure in LFG. Indeed, Halvorsen and Kaplan (1995)
in their account of semantics within LFG define the s(emantic)-structure as a pro-
jection of the c-structure (through the correspondence function σ) but they refer
to grammatical functions (GFs) by means of the compound function σφ´1 (φ is
the correspondence function from c-structures to f-structures), as in the following
example:

(13) John ran slowly.

The corresponding lexical entry for the verb is

(14)
pσM ˚RELq “ ran

pσM ˚ARG1q “ σφ´1pÒ SUBJq
pσM ˚ARG2q “ σφ´1pÒ OBJq

and the resulting correspondence between the c-structure and the s-structure is

(15)

S

NP

John

VP

V

ran

AdvP

slowly

»

—

—

–

PRED

«

REL ran

MOD slowly

ff

ARG1 John

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

Note that Halvorsen and Kaplan (1995) represent s-structures as feature structures
(since they use functional annotations to construct them). Example (15) can be
more conventionally expressed as slowlypranqpJohnq.

Recent approaches to semantics in LFG are based on the so-called “glue se-
mantics” (Dalrymple et al., 1993, 1995; Dalrymple, 2001). Consider the sentence

(16) Bill obviously kissed Hillary

Its semantic form is, according to Dalrymple et al. (1993),

obviouslypkisspBill,Hillaryqq



Glue semantics uses linear logic; lexical entries are assigned “meaning construc-
tors” that consist of a logical expression and instructions for how the meaning is
put together. For to kiss, for example, we have

(17) @X,Y.pf SUBJqσ ; X b pf OBJqσ ; Y ⊸ fσ ; kisspX,Y q

In words, (17) means that if the meaning of pf SUBJqσ is X and the meaning
of pf OBJqσ is Y , then the meaning of fσ is kisspX,Y q. For brevity, meaning
constructors are sometimes written as JwordK. For (16), then, we get

(18)
JBillKb JobviouslyKb JkissedKb JHillaryK
$ fσ ; obviouslypkisspBill,Hillaryqq

The idea behind glue semantics is that the lexicon and the rules for syntactic as-
sembly provide meaning constructors that are interpreted as soon as all expressions
on the left-hand side of the linear implication (⊸) are available.11

Note that both Halvorsen and Kaplan (1995) and glue semantics use higher-
order logic. Furthermore, both approaches are “functionist” In the next section we
go on to outline an account of semantics that, while using codescription, relies on
pure first-order logic (FOL) for representation and on conjunction of existentially
quantified positive literals as the means of meaning assembly, as advocated by
Hobbs (1985) and on Minimalist grounds by Pietroski (2005).

5.2 Davidsonian Logical Representation

The sentence John loves Mary can be logically expressed (disregarding tense for
the sake of simplicity) using a binary predicate for the verb and constants for its
arguments:

(19) lovepJohn,Maryq

Davidson (1967) has introduced “events” into the description of logical forms
of sentences to be able to refer to “actions” by means of FOL (i.e. events are treated
as individuals). We use the notation and terminology of Hobbs (1985; 2003) who
introduced the “nominalization operator” and the term “eventuality” to refer to
“possible events”. The predicate love in (19) can be “nominalized” and defined as
follows:

(20) lovepx, yq ” De.love1pe, x, yq ^Rexistspeq

The newly introduced variable e is the eventuality of John’s loving Mary and
Hobbs’ predicate Rexists states that the eventuality is realized (this predicate is

11More recent work on glue semantics uses a slightly different notation. (17) would be written as

λX.λY.kisspX,Y q : pÒ SUBJqσ ⊸ rpÒ OBJqσ ⊸Òσs



discussed at length in (Hobbs, 1985, 2003), we will not need it in the remainder of
the paper).

In the rest of the paper, we refer to “Davidsonian” formulae (with actions de-
noted by primed predicates) as conjunctive logical forms (CLF).12

5.3 Conjunctive Logical Forms and Parsing

As Bresnan (2001) puts it, “the formal model of LFG is not a syntactic theory [...]
Rather, it is an architecture for syntactic theory”. In light of this fact, we show in
this section how CLFs can be integrated with the context-free backbone of LFG
regardless of the concrete theory used (such as X1 theory).

Recall that in the formal architecture of LFG,N is the set of nodes and F is the
set of f-structures. By Φ we denote the set of formulae (CLFs) and V denotes the
set of variables that may occur in CLFs. In standard LFG, the mapping M : N Ñ
N takes nodes to their mother node and φ : N Ñ F takes nodes to f-structures.
We introduce ξ : N Ñ Φ that takes nodes to formulae and τ : N Ñ V that takes
nodes to variables.

For terminal nodes, ξ and τ are defined in the lexicon. The conversion of
standard LFG semantic forms (PRED values) to CLFs is almost straightforward.
A few examples are given in the following table:

(22)

pφ M ˚ PREDq ξ M˚ τ M˚
‘John’ x “ John x

‘dog’ dogpxq x

‘seex(ÒSUBJ),(ÒOBJqy’
see1pe, τφ´1pφ M ˚ SUBJq,
τφ´1pφ M ˚OBJqq

e

The variables in the lexicon (i.e., x and e in (22)) are instantiated independently for
every morpholexical entry. The derivation is considered invalid if the correspond-
ing values of φ´1 are not defined.

Since the variables used in morpholexical entries are distinct, they are instan-
tiated as unique in the same way as PRED values in standard LFG. An illustration
(in prenex normal form) is given in (23).

(23)
John sees a dog.

De, x1, x2.see
1pe, x1, x2q ^ x1 “ John ^ dogpx2q

12An alternative representation has been suggested by Parsons (1990). He, too, uses events but
proposes unary predicates for actions and special predicates for their arguments. In this spirit, we
use the following notation:

(21) love
1pe, x, yq ” love

2peq ^ actorpe, xq ^ patientpe, yq



The formula of a nonterminal node is composed from the formulae of its daugh-
ter nodes. In LFG, the context-free rules are enriched with functional (morphosyn-
tactic) annotations. Likewise, we enrich them with logical annotations. Since
Hobbs’ (1985; 2003) “ontologically promiscuous” formulae are conjunctions of
positive literals, we combine the formulae of the daughter nodes using the logical
connective ^.

In (24), ni are the daughter nodes of n and εpniq are the corresponding logical
annotations in rules (such as actorp△,▽q for a NP node). Note that tn1, . . . , nku “
M´1pnq.

(24) n

εpn1q
n1

εpn2q
n2

. . . εpnk´1q
nk´1

εpnkq
nk

Since n is a nonterminal node, M´1pnq ‰ H. We define ξpnq for nonterminal
nodes by

(25) ξpnq “ Dτpnq.
ľ

mPM´1pnq

ξpmq ^ εpmq

τpnq is a newly introduced variable. For ease of exposition, we give all formulae in
an equivalent prenex normal form, i.e. Q1x1 . . .Qnxn.ϕ where Qi are quantifiers
and ϕ contains no quantifiers.

In the logical annotations, we use two metavariables defined as follows in the
context of εpniq:

(26) ▽ “ τpniq,△“ τpMpniqq

Thus △ and ▽ are to logical annotations what Ò and Ó are to functional annotations
in standard LFG.13

13If we wanted the Neo-Davidsonian semantic representation, we would enrich context-free rules
with logical annotations instead of using the φ function in the lexicon. For example:

(27)

S Ñ NP VP
pÒ SUBJq “Ó Ò“Ó
actorp△,▽q △“ ▽

VP Ñ V NP
Ò“Ó pÒ OBJq “Ó
△“ ▽ patientp△,▽q

Rather than θ-roles, we use what is called “protoroles” (Dowty, 1991), “tectogrammatical
roles” (Sgall et al., 1986) or “roles on the action tier” (Jackendoff, 1990) in the literature on se-
mantic analysis of natural languages. Thus actorpe, xq means that x has the role “actor” in the
eventuality e.



5.4 Complex Eventualities

In this subsection we apply the formal machinery explicated in the previous sub-
section to complex eventualities14 (of which complex predicates are a special case).
Consider the sentence John made Mary cry with a syntactically formed causative.
The sentence is represented by one f-structure (i.e. the f-structures of made and
cry are unified and the corresponding nodes are coheads) with a complex semantic
form (with two predicators as can be seen in (29)):

(28) causex(ÒSUBJ),cryx(ÒOBJ)yy

The CLF of the sentence John made Mary cry is given in (29).

(29) De1, e2.cause
1pe1, John, e2q ^ cry

1pe2,Maryq

To create a CLF given in (29), the rule that combines the causative verb (in
English make) with the main verb is enriched with a logical annotation (that is
used instead of the default formula (25)). The morpholexical entries of the verbs
and the corresponding rule are given in (30) (ϕ is the logical form associated with
the c-structure node of the main verb; the slash symbolizes substitution):15

(30)

ξ M˚ τ M˚
make cause2peq ^ actorpe, τφ´1pφM ˚ SUBJqq e

cry cry2peq ^ actorpe, τφ´1pφM ˚ SUBJqq e

VP Ñ VP V

Ò“Ó Ò“Ó
ξ : ψ

ε : △“ ▽ patientp△,▽q

where ψ “ ϕractorp▽, τφ´1pφM ˚ SUBJqq{actorp▽, τφ´1pφM ˚ OBJqqs.
The morpholexical entries in conjunction with the rule in (30) generate the seman-
tic form in (29).

5.4.1 Complex Eventualities in a Polysynthetic Language

The logical annotation that adjusts the alignment between semantic forms and
grammatical functions may get more complicated in polysynthetic languages, such
as Aymara (Hardman et al., 2001; Briggs, 1976; Adelaar, 2007; Cerrón-Palomino
and Carvajal, 2009; Yapita and Van der Noordaa, 2008). Like many languages
with polysynthesis, Aymara has polypersonal agreement, but object marking is
forbidden from occurring on nominalized verb forms. The corresponding suffix is
attached to the inflected verb instead, as in (31).16 (In Aymara, clauses are individ-

14Complex eventualities can be roughly conceived of as a flat representation of Jackend-
off’s (1990) conceptual structures.

15While Parson’s (1990) notation is equivalent to Davidson’s (1967) from the standpoint of repre-
sentation and reasoning, in case of complex eventualities the former is clearly easier to manipulate
within LFG, thus we use it in the examples that follow.

16This feature is discussed in depth in (Homola and Coler, 2013) whence we take the examples.



uated by morphological marking (Hardman et al., 2001); affirmative clauses, for
example, contain exactly one -w(a) suffix, i.e., (31) is a syntactic unit that consti-
tutes a single clause.)

(31) Tumpa-ñ-w

visit-INF-FOC

mun-sma

want-SMPL1Ñ2

“I want to visit you.”

The suffix -sma (which is a combined subject/object marker) has the annotation

(32)
»

—

—

—

—

—

–

SUBJ

«

(PRED ‘pro’)

PERSON 1

ff

OBJ

«

(PRED ‘pro’)

PERSON 2

ff

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

actorp△, τφ´1pφM ˚ SUBJqq ^ patientp△, τφ´1pφM ˚OBJqq

The c-structure with the logical rule annotation is

(33) S

VP

tumpañw

ψ

V

munsma

where ψ “ ϕrpatientpŹ, τφ´1pφM ˚OBJqq{patientp▽, τφ´1pφM ˚OBJqs
and Ź refers to the term associated with the sister node (this notation is analogous
to Alsina’s (1997)ÑH ). Described informally, the object marked on the finite verb
is semantically transferred to the main (infinite) verb.

A very similar example follows:17

(34) Tump-iri-w

visit-AG-FOC

jut-sma

come-SMPL1Ñ2

“I came to visit you.”

The difference is that the verb to come is intransitive, thus is cannot have a (syn-
tactic) object at all. This puzzling example needs a detailed examination at the
syntactic level. At the level of semantics, however, the compositional representa-
tion above is adequate.

17Note that the sentence contains exactly one -w(a) suffix, thus it is a single clause.



5.5 An Example

For illustration, we give here an analysis of a sentence taken (in a slightly modified
form) from (Alsina, 1997) in the notation of CLFs.

(35) L’

the
elefant

elephant-MASC

fa

make-PRES,3SG

riure

laugh-INF

la

the-FEM

hiena

hyena

“The elephant makes the hyena laugh.”

The morpholexical entries are:

(36)

pφ M ˚ PREDq ξ M˚ τ M˚
‘elefant’ elephantpxq x

‘hiena’ hyenapyq y

fer cause2pe1q ^ actorpe1, τφ
´1pφM ˚ SUBJqq e1

^patientpe1,Źq

riure laugh2pe2q ^ actorpe2, τφ
´1pφM ˚ SUBJqq e2

The analysis yields the following c-structure

(37)

S

NP

D

l’

N

elephant

VP

V

fa

ϕractorp▽, τφ´1pφM ˚ SUBJqq{actorp▽, τφ´1pφM ˚OBJqqs
VP

V

riure

NP

D

la

N

hiena

The CLF is as follows:

Dx, y, e1, e2.elephantpxq ^ cause
2pe1q ^ actorpe1, xq ^ patientpe1, e2q

^laugh2pe2q ^ actorpe2, yq ^ hyenapyq

Note that in conjunction with a commonsense theory, such as that of Hobbs (2005),
we can directly conclude that

Dy, e2.laugh
2pe2q ^ actorpe2, yq ^ hyenapyq

That is, The elephant makes the hyena laugh implies The hyena laughs.



6 Conclusions and Further Research

We have discussed the representation and syntactic formation of complex pred-
icates, such as causatives, in the formal framework of LFG. The more conser-
vative solution we have suggested is the use of E-unification that operates on
semantic forms represented as expressions in term algebras, and as formulae in
Wedekind’s (1991) attribute-value logic.

As a more radical solution, we showed how a new, more flexible semantic rep-
resentation (conjunctive logical forms) based on the (Neo-)Davidsonian approach
to semantics can supplant the PRED attribute. Although we focused primarily on
complex predicates, the latter account has far reaching consequences as it provides
a full-fledged semantic framework that can be used to capture entire sentences and
even discourse in a well-studied logical formalism.

A few ideas for further research include the following:

• Explore in detail E-unification and identify other areas where it could prove
useful.

• Investigate the use of conjunctive logical forms in other types of compound
sentences within LFG.

• Compare different predicate logical approaches to semantics, such as Hobbs’
(1985; 2003) “ontological promiscuity”, and identify the best one for the
purposes of LFG.
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